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Mathematically Modeling Substantive Patent Law (SPL) Top-Down vs. Bottom-UP
Sigram Schindler, TU Berlin
TELES Patent Rights International
Abstract.
This paper provides a survey about mathematically modeling "Substantive Patent Law (SPL)" topdown , briefly addresse s its relations to mathematically modeling SPL bottom-up, i.e. to the semantic research
approach to formal reasoning based on laws, but it is vastly focused on a paradigm refinement in applying SPL
on emerging technology based claimed inventions - bein g indispensable, as dealing with inventions in emerging
technologies requires legally as well as mathematically a higher degree of preciseness and consistency than
hitherto known in patent precedents. This paradigm refinement is currentl y actuall y performed, in the US, by the
Supreme Court ' s KSR/Bilski/Mayo /Myriad decisions , accordingly complementing the CAFC ' s Markman/Phill ips
decisions and reflected e.g. by its recent Ultramercial decision and its pending CLS decision. It also outlines the
practically utmost important "patent technolo gy" derived from the results of this fundamental research in
"mathematically modeling SPL top-down", hence being induced by this Highest Courts ' patent precedents.

1

Introduction and Survey

As its starting point , the paper first conveys the motivation'Y' for "mathematically modeling substantial
patent law (SPL) top-down". Later, it briefly addresses the relation of such top-down to bottom-up modeling
SPL, such as the Semantics research approach to formal legal reasoning". But, its main issue is explaining the
necessity of a refinement of the classical paradigm of claim construction, in the US, based on the CAFC's
Markman /Phillips decisions in applying SPL - i.e. the scientifically unquestionable "AI/KR presentation" of this
necessity . While the hitherto imprecise/incomplete classical claim construction paradigm by and large was sufficient for "machine or transformation (MoT)" alias "tangible" inventions , it tumed out to be seriously deficient
when dealing with emerging technology based claimed inventions . The reasons for the growing awareness of the
insufficiencies of the classical claim construction have been identified earlier 8)- l O) . Starting with its KSR decision ,
the Supreme Court thus intervened with what today is called its KSRlBilski/Mayo/Myriad line of decisions ,
which implies the need to extend the classical claim construction to a refined claim construction.
In other words: This paradigm refinement in patent precedents is indispensable , as dealing with inventions in emerging technologies - mostly being "model based"l"intangible" - indeed requires legally a higher
degree of preciseness/consistency/completeness than hitherto practiced in patent precedents dealing with tangible
subject matter inventions . In no culture such paradigm shifts are welcome . In the US patent precedents it yet is
currently performed by their Highest Courts - first, worldwide , due to their uniquely open/efficient management
of adjusting patent jurisdiction to the needs of such innovations'! - explaining their leading role in innovation.
This paradigm shift towards increased preciseness and consistency gave rise to a totally unexpected
improvement of the aptitude of the thus understood Highest Courts' patent decisions for their modeling by
mathematicali'r" algorithms , especially the NANO tesr'" for is "novel and nonobvious " and NAIO tese Z) for is
"not an abstract idea only" of a claimed invention. These algorithms of such SPL key problems in turu enabled
mathematical research in this area and gaining fundamental insights into the being of innovations as such and
their potential stimulation through and protection by patent law. Such insights - in Section 8 described as
mathematical theorems - enabled precisely defining the notions the Supreme Court had introduced by its landmark Mayo decision, i.e. "preemptiveness" of a claim and "abstract idea" only of a thus claimed invention , both
defined by means of its "inventive concepts". AI and its branches of DL and KR since long time know that their
mental construct "concept" is the key to solving such questions . But, none of these disciplines thought about
clarifying what elementary inventive concepts are. Instead they took the opposite way, and built compound concepts from simpler ones, without asking what their atomic concepts are - as needed in patent law reasoning by
using inventive concepts . Here this question is clarified, preliminarily at least.
The paper terminates by outlining the patent/SPL technology and its amazing power that follow from
the results of this fundamental research in "mathematically modeling SPL top-down", i.e. by proceeding
opposite to the mainstreams in most of the research in Semantics, DL, and KR - all of them cautiously
proceeding bottom-up , after the disastrous flops of AI in the 70s, as then "top-down AI" was prematurely raising
expectations that then could not yet be met by AI, due to the then lack of enough computing power in general
and especially was not even attempted in patent law due to the then lack of understanding the intricacies arising
in legal arguing about claimed inventions described in (predominantly vague) natural/skill language.

"The US Highest Courts ' Patent Precedents in Mayo/Myriad/ CLS/Ultram ercial/LBC: ' Inventive Concepts ' Accepted 'Abstract Idea ' Next ? Emerging Technology Patent s . . ..", by S. Schindler, on www .FSTP-Expert-System .com.
"Residual Mathematical Questions in Mathematically Modeling the Application of 35 USC §§ 101/102/103/112", by:
B. Wegner, A. Paschke, J. Schulze , D. Schoenberg, S. Leppelmann, S. Ramakrishna, P. Lucsok, and S. Schindler, in prep.
"Mathematically Modeling the Semantics of 35 USC §§ 101/102/103 /112 ", by : A. Paschke, B. Wegner, J. Schulze , D.
Schoenberg, S. Leppelmann, S. Ramakrishna, P. Lucsok, and S. Schindler, in preparation.
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SPL in 35 USC and Describing Emerging Technology Inventions

The here presented "patent / SPL technology" is induced by the US Highest Courts' recent patent precedents and by the original expectations in AI back in the 70s. This charm ofpatent/SPL technology is outweighed
only by its groundbreaking practical usefulness in any major SPL court case . It wouldn't have been possible to
develop it without applying mathematical/axiomatic rigor to interpreting these US Highest Courts' decisions.
First of all: The tennlnotion "Substantive/Substantial Patent Law (SPL)" is in colloquial use since many
years 4),5). Its kernel is represented in the US by basically 35 USC §§ 101/102/103/112, in the EU by basically
EPC §§ 52/57/69 , and in the other national patent laws in the resp. peer sections. Although the notional
differences between these national/regional flavors of a so limited SPL are really marginal, the process of internationally harmonizing SPL in the Doha round 4),5) got stuck , since the 90s, due to political background problems.
This blockage seriously hinders unfolding innovativity, nationally as well as intemationally, as opinion leaders
in advanced/emerging technologies depending economies/societies repeatedly complained", due to the so
implied lack of consistency, predictability, and transparency in the various globally key national patent systems.
First steps to removing this (inter)national blockage can succeed only in the "politically harmless" SPL area.
This paper focuses on the SPL of the US, as currently the US Highest Courts very successfully are
elaborating on their insight that there is a need of adjusting the interpretation of these 4 sections of35 USC to the
needs of emerging technologies". This focus on the US's SPL is justified also by the assumption that - in
mastering this worldwide uniform challenge of SPL by emerging technologies - the EPC's SPL will be
developed such as to concur to an even higher degree with the US's SPL than it is the case today anyway.
The driving force behind that being uneasy about the classical claim construction - that led the US
Highest Courts to gaining their groundbreaking insights that classical claim construction must be refined for
enabling it to provide the basis for a consistent and predictable patent precedents also for emerging technology
claimed inventions, and broader even for all "model based" claimed inventions" - is to be seen in such inventions' being just mental /spiritual/fictional", i.e. in their dealing with intangible and graphically hardly visualisable subject matter'?', of which nothing is concrete but its keywords' "thesaurus" at best. By contrast, classical
claim construction erroneously assumes any invention is somehow visualisable and that this always suffices for
dependably eliminating any unclarity about ieO) - as shown by patented inventions based on the DNA model'".
When mathematically modeling SPL top-down as to an emerging technology claimed invention and its
PTR , hence usually being model based, the necessity of this paradigm refinement cannot be repudiated - as the
thereby arising undeniable and inevitable mental difficulties show , which are embodied by the mappings of such
a PTR's o-KR into its more precise and complete BAD-KRs required by the Supreme Court's Mayo decision.
Thus , the precise/mathematical modeling of the application of the above 4 sections of 35 USC to such a
claimed invention, i.e. to the terms/notions'!' of the claim claiming it - such applications led to reconsidering the
interpretation of the first 3 of these 4 sections' by the US Highest Courts' patent precedents quoted above - is by
logical reasons achievable only by first explaining, why the classical paradigm of claim construction for such a
claimed invention is deficient. The Sections 3-7 of this paper hence present the primarily legal issues involved in
performing this clarification. These legal issues are described self-contained, yet are tightly interrelated. Hence
Sections 3-7 leave away the otherwise ubiquitous cross-references between them . I.e. the reader may get acquainted with them in some arbitrary order, partly after starting working through the natural language part of the
mathematical Section 8 - its mathematical part may be skipped by non-mathematicians. Section 9 outlines the
technical progress induced by and the socio/economic dimension of patent precedents and of its new technology.

10
11

"Hannonisierungsbestrebungen im materiellen Patentrecht", by N. Klunker, MPI Miinchen, 2010.
"Research Handbook on the Protection ofIP under WTO Rules", by C. Correa, EE Publishing Ltd, 2010.
"The FCBA: 2013 International Series: DC China Roundtable Discussion", Washington DC, August 5-6, 2013.
For predecessors of this absolutely crucial fundamental insight, created by the German BGH already, see10)
"INVENTIVE CONCEPTS ENABLED SEMI-AUTOMATIC TESTS OF PATENTS", www.FSTP-Expert-Systern.com.
"AN INNOVATION EXPERT SYSTEM, IES, AND ITS DATA STRUCTURE , PTR-DS", www .as-above/below.
"THE FSTP EXPERT SYSTEM", www.FSTP-Expert-System.com.
A tenn together with its meaning is denoted as "notion", its term being its name. A notion hence comprises a definition of
its term 's meaning. A notion is called an "inventive concept", if its meaning is of patent pragmatics'?' as it identifies one or
several properties ' limitations of some broader set of such properties' Iimitations'f for specifying a "§ 101(useful)"
invention - in addition to its being " § 102(novel)" and "§ 103(nonobvious)" - i.e., if its meaning serves the purpose to
define the "patent monopoly granting pragmatics , pmgp"lO) to be determined by the Parliament or the Supreme Court.
In the example of the '902 case, see www.FSTP-Expert-System.com. the exemplary notions of concern are 4 inventive
concepts with tenns being the 4 key ' 902 terms, and meanings provided by the ' 902 specification 's limitations. The 4
inventive concepts thus represent 4 parts of the total ' 902 inventivity" ('" usefulness':"). I.e., the term "telephone call" is
peer to the inventive concept "telephone call", and its meaning is defined by the notion "communications connection ",
excluding that a telephone call (comprising its call set-up) functions without its end terminals - as explained also there.
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SPL in 35 USC and the Justification and the Legal Being of Inventive Concepts

"Classical" claim construction is subject to limitations Highest Courts' precedents have clearly defined ,
in particular by the Markman /Phillips decisions. By the Supreme Court's Mayo decision, for a model based
claimed invention, the claim construction must additionally first identify its " inventive concepts"ll),12) describing
the inventivity'P of this invention, on which Mayo's tests under §§ 101(new & useful) and 102/103 must focus .
The decisive features of this "post-Mayo" or "refined" claim construction are its increased
e"purposefulness"
(as interpreting this invention's terms as focused on its inventivity'", i.e. on its newezuseful'?' features , as required by Phillips already, thus excluding interpreting a term so broadly that it renders the invention useless) and
ecompleteness (by assessing the coherence of its §§ 102/103 tests to its §§ 112/101 tests)", i.e. are its increased
focus and coherence/preciseness - also for a model based invention.
These features of the refined/post-Mayo claim constructiorr'" exclude also the misuse of the USPTO's
broadest reasonable interpretation ("BRI") guideline'" (for defining the BRI of a claim of a model based claimed
invention) by using it for volitional broadenings of the meanings of this claimed invention's terms - by disregarding the pre-Mayo precedents, in particular the Markman /Phillip s legal directives'". They clearly limit these
meanings to what the functioning of this claimed invention indispensably needs'". They thus exclude broadening
these meanings such that their use by the claimed invention would render it useless I 5),19).
To identify for a claimed invention the "inventive concepts" making it up is required by the Supreme
Court's Mayo decision as the basis for legally deciding about its patentability and patent-eligibility by enabling it
to test it under SPL. They enable determining its amount and kinds of inventivity/creativity - "creativity"
(implicitly addressed by the Supreme Court's KSR decision already) being part of the more recent term
" inventivity", as follows: An inventive concept of a claimed invention is not only one of its "technical facts" but
also the " legal fact" underlying it. Thus , an inventive concept is a claimed invention's legal fact establishing its
respective technical fact, i.e. represents a notional tupe!. Thus , for a technical fact of an invention to be relevant in
its test under one of these four sections, it trivially got to be a legal fact, first of all. According to the Supreme
Court's unanimous KSR/Bilski/Mayo/Myriad decisions "inventive concepts" identify, of a claimed invention,
those elements and their properties distinguishing it legally and technically from prior art. Nevertheless, for
simplification, in what follows the legal fact aspect of an inventive concept is ignored - as it is evident anyway.
Inventive concepts ("in-Cs") are potentially artificial notions representing the mental building blocks of
any patent, i.e. are in everyday practical use . The notion of inventive concepts/in-Cs initially seems sophisticated,
which only shows , how complex the thinking underlying patent law actually is - often ignored by contemporary
discussions. Nevertheless, in-Cs are easy to use , once used to them. To begin with , the names of in-Cs may be
freely chosen by the person analyzing the patent at issue to be self-descriptive in natural language (of the person
of ordinary skill/creativity, "pose"). I.e., they may use terms different from those used by their disclosures
(whereby these may be graphical) and/or by the specification's/claim's wordings (up to the Markman /Phillips
decisions). Inventive concepts even need not be disclosed explicitly by the specification, as they may be implicitly
disclosed, if this only holds for the pose . In-Cs embodied by a claimed invention often are "refinements" of the
functional and/or non-functional properties of its elements, i.e. of their classical " limitations" - often resulting
from "separating their concerns". All that matters with them is: A claimed invention embodies in-Cs disclosed by
its specification, which make the claimed invention and its specification meet the requirements stated by SPL or
not - i.e. represent its meeting all the SPL's concems, e.g . the creativity actually embodied by this claimed
invention over posc and prior art, and enable clear such assessments.
Inventive concepts/properties may be compound or elementary. Using a claimed invention's compound
in-Cs when testing it under these four Sections of 35 USC is often misleading'v!"; then using elementary in-Cs is
indispensable. But, there are several reasons, why for many claimed inventions - especially model based ones also not all their technical elementary facts are suitable for its in-Cs and/or why the sequence of discussing their
disclosures may matter, as shown by a detailed example earlier" (see also Section 5 and 7).
12

13

14
15

16

Note that the tenn "top-down" here must be understood as applying only to the "use hierarchy", which may exist between
the separated notions dealt with in anyone of the 4 §§ 101110211031112 tests of the model based claimed invention as
explained in Sect. 5, i.e. this tenn must not be misunderstood as also applying to the "separation of concerns" (of the notions of this claim and its terms invokin g them) on which the 10 FSTP tests - into which the above 4 tests are logically and
legally broken down - additionally are leveraging. I.e ., the defining of the meanings resp . pragmatics of these separated
notions may indispensably require engaging both mental /intellectual/notional refining techniques: The "separation of the
concerns" embodied by these notions and the "reducing levels of abstraction" within the use hierarchy between the
separated notions (hence the tenn "top-town") - whereby both refining techniques usually complement each other.
_ which not only enables, for any model based claimed invention, clearly separating its patent-eligible from its noneligible
inventive concepts tor its tests under §§ 10111021103, being Mayo's primary issueUSPTO/MPEP: "2 111 Claim Interpretation; Broadest Reasonable Interpretation [R-9], 2173 .01" .
_ and hence bar it from passing the § 101(usefulness) test, first of all''' 902 Reply Brief of 08.05 .2013", on www .FSTP-Expert-System.com. see there in particular ftn 4.
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SPL and the Formal/Mathematical Being of Inventive Concepts

The pair <TT O, RS> is here called "PTR" C'Eair of ITO and RS" alias "Eroblem of IT.O and RS"),
TT .O being a claimed invention. It comprises informal and formal descriptions of its TT.i'slO), any latter derived
from its "doc.i' s" annotated items of information'", being " formal" iff it is exact for the pose, It must identify all
(a) X.i .n, l :::;n:::;N, O:::;i:::;I
as N "elements" and "peer elements" of its TT .O resp. TT.i's disclosed by doc.i ,
as "FOL predicates" alias "attributes" alias "properties" of these elements X.i.n,
(b) X.i.n, l :::;n:::;N, O:::;i:::;I
(c) C.kn, l :::;kn:::;Kn, Il$n~Kn= K as "concepts'<" defining TTO's N predicates by I\l"kn"Kn~.kn = X.O.n, 1:::;n:::;N.
The "PTR analysis" - ignoring its o-/BAD-/BID "knowledge representations, KRs,,8) - comprises:
(d) a "reference set, RS" , the set ofTT.i's disclosed by doc.i , l :::;i:::;I, being its TTO's prior art.
(e) "technical fundamental informal facts" , being disclosures of all TT.i properties in doc.i , (t:;i:SI.
(f) "technical fundamental formal facts", being X's properties precise descriptions by the above FOL X.i.n's.
(g) "technical primary facts" , the "anticipates/not-anticipates-not-contradicts/contradicts, ANC " relation
between all X.i.n's, i>O, and X.O.n's (i.e. the US "Graham technical facts").
A claimed invention alias TT.O is described by a set of " inventive concepts, {in-C}" being useful in
testing TT .O under Spe 4). Any C has a "domain, dC or d(C)" as area of definition and several/one "universe/s,
U(C) " of unique mapping/s M of C's domain onto C's "value set, vC or v(C)", the latter being U(C) ::= {(x, y) I
xedC 1\ y=M(x)evC} . In IT terms: A C is a (often parameterized) "class" declaration or an "instantiation"
thereof, both input by the user. A C is called "binary" iff vC = {T, F}. In dealing with patent law/precedents,
mostly binary concepts are used'".
A C mirrors a property of an element in that it provides the basis for defining the predicate representing
this property. I.e.: Its "mirror predicate, r;." is defined by its "truth set, TS(C)" ::= {x e dC I M(x)=T} ~ dC 8) . Such
a C and its r;. are defined by determining dC and its TS(C) . Thereby only TS really counts , i.e. its dC complement
comprises "anything else" . For a compound such predicate, i.e. for a conjunction r;. 1\ r;.', holds: TScr:. 1\ r;.') =
TS(D x TScr:.') ~ dC x de' - as used in disaggregating alias refining alias separating the concerns of compound
Cs - and C completely determines r;., thus making the under stroke superfluous (unless needed for clarity).
Using these terms/notions, the above ants-relation is defined to hold between two binary C' and Coo iff
TS(C') = TS(C"). This usually is denoted as " C' ants C"" . Its symmetry is somewhat misleading, as both Cs
come into existence at different points in time, and only the earlier C may ant the later C.
Inventive concepts are the only known means for simply and precisely describing a claimed model based
invention - by the properties of its elements - as the Supreme Court requires by Mayo and the CAFC asked for by
its "aspects" 8). After initial questions, today is clear how so to describe model based claimed inventions."

5

SPL and Disaggregating Compound In-Cs into Elementary In-Cs

There are two different and complementary guidelines for disaggregating compound in-Cs into elementary ones . They deal with " level ofabstraction'T'grain of mental resolution" achieved by this disaggregation resp .
with its "degree ofseparation ofconcerns"l"degree ofelementarily". Both phenomena are effective in any disaggregation. The next paragraphs talk only about the inventive concepts' cr-Cs ; more details were provided earlier".
Ad: The" level ofabstraction " of in-Cs, i.e. their "grain ofmental resolution " .
First of all: The higher
the level of abstraction is of a description, the coarser is its grain of mental resolution of its - level-independent elements'/Xes' property/attribute/predicate, i.e. Xes or cr-r;.s, which they qualify. The prefix 0/BAD/BED/BID l7)
of an X.O.n or of a cr-C identifies the "level of abstraction"l"grain of mental resolution" of some "knowledge representation, KR" using this X .O.n or a cr-C of X.O.n (ex- or implicitly): "original, 0", "binaryxaggregatedxdisclosed, BAD", "binaryxelementaryxdisclosed, BED ", and "binaryxindependentx disclosed, BID". Any such KR
is identified by "mark-up items , MUIs,,8). Between KRs exist "KR transformations, KRTs" - see 2l) and Sects 8/9.
Determining only the " compound" BAD-cr-Cs - and their original o-cr-Cs - is often misleading. But , the
classical way of facts determination considers only TTO's o-cr-C , i.e. is fully based on only the o-level , although
it - and even the BAD-level - of abstraction often are deficient as too high: I.e., their grains of notional resolutions are simply not fine enough for recognizing fundamental issues, such as the independency of concepts, e.g. of
patent-eligible or non-patent-eligible ones. Noticing this deficiency, the US Supreme Court's line of KSR/Bilski/
Mayo/Myriad decisions asks for a more refined facts determination, I.e., often the BED-cr-Cs - actually at least
the BID-cr-Cs, if not even more carefully tested cr-Cs - are indispensable, of which the 0- and BAD-cr-Cs are
"composed" alias "compounds". Only thus tested BED-cr-Cs are suitable for dependably meeting Highest Courts'
demands as to analyzing a model based claimed invention by means of them. Thus , while the BAD- and o-levels
are needed for a claimed inventions' "structural analysis" - i.e. their actually invented elements resp. their com17

In9) we skippedgoing to the BED level and went immediately to the BID level, i.e. assumedthe BED-cr-Cs' independence.
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pound properties/attributes/predicates - the refined claim construction must involve the BED/BID-cr-Cs' level of
abstraction and their grains of notional resolution . Otherwise the Supreme Courts above requirements are not met.
While the above qualities
Ad: The "separation ofconcerns" by in-Cs and the "elementarily" of both
of descriptions (on higher and lower levels of abstraction) are known from everyday life, the supporting of
thinking by "separation of concerns" is not commonly known - though it is around since 40+ years - and thus
needs some explanation, provided next, just as its relation to final such separations alias elementary concerns .
Thereby we shall see: The more a claimed invention is represented by elementary in-Cs, the higher is its
separation of concerns , i.e. the likelyhood that its thereby refined concerns also are elementary . Following this
sophisticated insight, a prefix o/BAD/BED/BID - of an X.D.n or of its X.O.n or of a cr-C of this X.D.n - does not
only identify, as above, some unspecific "level of abstraction"l"grain of mental resolution" of some KR using
them, but it also may indicate the degree of "separation of concerns" of the claimed invention achievable on its
level of abstraction . Thereby the process of "separation of concerns" of a claimed invention is not a synonym of
the process of "disaggregating its in-Cs", but it is the driver of the latter, until all its elementary in-Cs - describing
the claimed invention - enable describing its concerns as completely separated from each other, here called
"elementary concerns" (in their conjunction being equal to the original compound concerns) . The compound
concerns of a claimed invention are the above 4 §§ of 35 USC, and the elementary concerns of its refined claim
construction are exactly the 10 aspects of it, the CAFC is asking for in its invitation of LEe Amicus Briefs8) .
Indeed, such dualities of concepts and concerns exist and are in practical use since long time already without being noticed this way. Since centuries e.g. MathematicslPhysics/Engineering know the need of unquestionable bases for making precise statements about systems they deal with: "Coordinates" there serve as such a
basis for this need of separation of its concerns - often being the same: A system with its location(s) put in these
coordinates alias concepts, may determine e.g. its impulse(s)/energy/volume/ ... , potentially being its concerns .
Since the early 1970s, Data Base Modelling techniques use the notion of concepts - being much more
powerful than that of coordinates -later also Artificial Intelligence (AI), Natural Language (NL), Semantics, DL,
KR, .... The tennlnotion of concepr'? survived all these changes of names. A similar duality, like that of
"concepts" and "concerns", is known by Linguistics since ever, called "semantics" / "pragmatics".
Concepts stayed evergreen due to their separation of concerns embodied by requirement statements by
disaggregating the compound concepts stating them into elementary concepts. "Separation of concerns" was first
discovered, also in the early 1970s, as a key issue in system design by David Parnas, one of the godfathers of SWSystem-Design technique . In an IT system design, since then, a compound requirement/concept must be
disaggregated into its elementary concepts, thus not only reducing its level of abstraction but also enabling
separating the system's concerns: As elementary concepts are next to trivial elementary concepts are alike.
The contrary happens in a man's psyche: For human intelligence compound concepts, i.e. high levels of
abstraction, are intuitive and hence ubiquitous in NL, e.g. in wordings of patent claims. Yet for consistency and
predictability in patent precedents they are too error-prone - proven ten thousands of times at incredible cost in
any kind of system design. Strangely enough, all these many disasters didn't affect the congenital mind setting of
most men lacking this particular IT education, e.g. of decision makers rejecting such inconvenient insights.
Not so the Supreme Court. With its Mayo decision it builds on this only known in general successful
technique of "separation of concerns" - underlying Mathematics/Physics/I'I''"? - by explicitly requiring to use
this notion of inventive concept for describing a claimed invention's creativity.
Much of the currently sometimes irritating and unpredictable courts' decisions as to testing a claimed
invention by the above 4 §§ of 35 USC is due to the attempt to become precise about the relations of the meanings
of these four sections to the meanings of its terms (= compound concepts) , without disaggregating them, first, into
their binary elementary inventive concepts, thus first separating this claimed invention's 10 elementary concerns).
The question then arising is, how far such refinements of the "grain of mental resolution" - driven by
and/or striving for complete "sep aration ofconcerns" - may and/or must be driven in a PTR.
As to "may": The barrier for endlessly performing refinements is that evidently no patent specification
discloses infinitely many in-Cs over pose . Thus, in any patent, there is only a finite set of non-disaggregatable
elementary in-Cs - which yet should be independenr'" and make PTR nonpathological (Sect. 8), at least its TT.D.
As to "must": Meeting this requirement of disaggregation/separation of concerns with compound in-Cs
does not imply leaving, in legal arguing, the style of communications using natural language of the pose - but it
warrants that such argument chains are easily recognizable as right or wrong. There is no need of further refinement, if all intricacies are excluded potentially introduced by using compound concepts, as decided PTR by PTR.
The last paragraphs are just plain analytic philosophy - i.e. represent thinking ground laying for AI, here
applied to SPL jurisdiction. They yet may help every patent practitioner: By showing to it that the notions of in-Cs
and refined claim constructions are powerful enough to contribute to stimulating further developing .patent precedents' needs as to improving its efficiency and predictability, just as to expanding its consistency to emerging
technology inventions, and .advanced IT for Innovation Expert Systems, modelling our brains' working in its
operations in "rationality mode" - as did the Supreme Court when unanimously insisting in proceeding this way.
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SPL and Disaggregating Compound SPL Concerns into Elementary SPL Concerns,
And: All Elementary SPL Concerns are Checked by the 10 FSTP Tests

The Supreme Court 's decisions clearly require that patent precedents cater to needs of the sectors of
economy based on innovations , i.e. on emerging technologies. In Mayo it required warranting , as part of testing
under 35 USC § 101 a claimed invention using a "natural law", that it - if patented - .) is not preemptive, i.e.
not only an abstract idea, and .) does embody an amount of patent-eligible creativity deserving being patented,
to be justified by at least one inventive and patent -eligible concept , i.e. one or several such inventive concepts .
The Mayo decision thus requires in testing such claimed inventions under 35 USC §§ 102/103/101, also
SPL requirements/concerns hitherto partially ignored or unknown. Hence, they too are to be comprised by a
refined claim construction for it according to § 112. I.e., Mayo unmistakably implies checking , if the patent-eligibility and patentability of such a claimed invention is not yet clear - and this hence is current US patent law• all its inventive concepts are identified and it claim is "nonpreemptive" (alias its claimed invention) , though
its creativity is to be quantified by only its "non-natural-law" and "not-abstract-idea" such concepts , whereby
• the Supreme Court hinted already, by its KSR decision , at the additional potential idempotence" of the so
identified amount of creativity, while its
• Bilski decision already required that such a claimed invention must not be an abstract idea only of it - by not
becoming concrete about the specificities of the problem it is allegedly solving.
I.e.: This line of Supreme Court decisions requires , in increasing clarity, to refine the classical § 112
claim construction for a (in Bilski and Mayo: model based) claimed invention by identifying/checking the lawful
disclosures of potentially all its inventive concepts impacting on its test under §§ 102/103/101. This claim construction's new "aspects", the CAFC asks for" , are exactly the impacts of these new inventive concepts on this
invention's tests under these 3 §§. Thus, by its aspects the CAFC asks for the SPL's "elementary concerns", too.
For a claimed invention's refined claim construction also follows from the US SPL, as shown earlier",
that it must clarify - 10 - "aspects" of it (depending on its inventive concepts' selections/definitions , which in
general are not unique , but see Section 8), for which holds: The claimed invention is patentable and patent-eligible
iff all these 10 aspects meet the elementary SPL concerns .
•
•
•

These 10 "aspects" of a refined claim construction - i.e. these elementary SPL concerns - are:
§ 112, "well-definedness of the inventive concepts ", i.e. their being 1) disaggregated into elementary inventive concepts , and their uses in §§ 102/103/102 are disclosed 2) lawfully, 3) definitively, and 4) enablingly;
§§ 102/103, "novelty/nonobviousness of the invention", i.e. its 7) sufficient amount of creativity/inventivity,
after having assessed their 5) independence, and 6) nonequivalence;
§ 101, "patent-eligibility of the invention", i.e. its not being 8) only a natural law, or 9) idempotent , or 10)
only an abstract idea alias its claim being preemptive.

Thereby holds for these 10 aspects , the CAFC asks for: A classical claim construction ignores in its
aspects 2)-4) their " §§ 102/103/101 aspects" (of the claimed invention's inventive concepts) , i.e. the aspects 5)10) - while a refined claim construction warrants that its aspects 2)-4) additionally take into account , by its
inventive concepts, the limitations imposed on its test under §§ 102/103/101, too, i.e. the aspects 5)-10). Warranting this is possible iff also aspect 1) is true, i.e. all its inventive concepts are disaggregated into elementary ones.
In total, there are very practical advantages for a future patent application, if it presents for its claimed
inventions their inventive concepts and their implied refined claim constructions. The SPLIpatent technology
induced by the Highest Courts' (and advanced IT), its principle role being outlined by Section 9, then breaks
down the 4 compound tests under 35 USC §§ 112, 102, 103, 101, i.e. under the compound SPL concern!
requirement , of one of its claimed inventions for determining its patentability and patent-eligibility - these
compound tests are probably not capable of automatically guiding their users dependably/nonmisunderstandably
through their executions, in particular as they would prompt them to reply questions that simply have no answers
- into elementary tests under the elementary SPL concerns , i.e. the elementary concernslrequirements stated by
these 4 §§ of 35 USC, these elementary test being exactly the 10 FSTP tests, in total being equivalent to the 4
compound tests. Mathematical KR namely shows (see Section 8) that then hold: The 10 FSTP tests are passed by
a claimed invention if and only if for any FSTP test there is a legal argument chain proving that this claimed
invention passes it (partly still needing an expert's posc confirmation).
In this case this SPLIpatent technology - for its further discussion see Section 9 - hence
• shows beyond any doubt - even if the claimed invention is model based - its being nonobvious ,
nonidempotent", and not only an abstract idea (= nonpreemptive, see Section 8),
• automatically guides its user through any FSTP Test in explorative testing mode and
• automatically delivers , in affirmative FSTP test mode, this legal argument chain completely in dialog-realtime upon the user's query for it - if called even all existing such legal argument chains, if so calibrated".
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The Advantages of Using Inventive Concepts over Using Classical Terms Only

This Section continues the Sections 3 and 5 on inventive concepts describing an invention and claiming
for it patent law protection, but it does not restate the " legalistic indispensability'P" of inventive concepts. By
contrast: It focuses on the human capabilities for interpreting " inventive concepts" as compared to these capabilities for interpreting "terms" in patent practitioners' everyday situations, e.g. when construing the refined resp .
classical § 112 claim construction for this claimed invention and later on legally leveraging on it.
Also in this regard, inventive concepts have two advantages over terms: An inventive concept usually
has a self-descriptive name'" (just as an atomic concept in DL, unless its meanings is commonly known) and this
meaning is stated as a property - while a term often is just a name , i.e. a plain identifier of a notion!", and its
meaning is stated as a negation of a property. The first advantage is evident, the second one explained next.
While , for showing that a claimed invention meets all §§ 101/112 requirements, the
the classical claim construction assumes that the inventivityt" of this claimed invention becomes apparent to
patent lawyers/examiners/judges by its limitations - ignoring that in their brains , limitations alone have difficulties to build up resp . animate subcortically controlled recognition processes alias " intuitions" as to this
claimed invention, because limitations totally unnaturally are negations of the properties of this focal object•
the refined claim construction automatically engages, by its inventive concepts, these patent practitioners'
such intuitions while drafting/analyzing/defending a patent's claimed invention - as these inventive concepts
expose their contributions to the claimed invention's total usefulness'" in a natural way , which makes it for
the patent practitioners' brains significantly simpler to build up resp . animate subcortically controlled recognition processes of properties of the focal object. This process is stimulated by the brain automatically recognizing that these positive properties are the meanings with the negations of which it was struggling before.
Such psychological phenomena - psychological preferences of congruities over reflections - are well known.
•

This invocation of the patent professional's intuition, when analyzing a claimed invention, does not only
counteract any pretense of illegally broadening of terms' meanings by "managing the sequence of claim limitations" and hence the meanwhile really sophisticated misuse of the BRI guideline and the Markman /Phillips decisions it is based on 16), but also animates the sharpness of his/her ability for criticism and creativity, thus increasing
the comfort and efficiency of his/her work. This makes the refined claim construction by far superior to the
classical claim construction.
Thus , the main reasons for this superiority of the Mayo decision's view of basing the granting of patents
for emerging technology inventions on in-Cs - more precisely: for focusing the patent-eligibility and patentability
tests of a model based claimed invention on its in-Cs , instead on its terms peer to these in-Cs , whereby inventive
concepts' names as well as terms are subject to interpretations by the person of pose - is to be seen in the just
outlined better appreciation, by a human brain, of the meanings of inventive concepts than of the meanings of
terms , which are defined by negating the meanings of inventive concepts'".
A very instructive practical example of the advantages coming along with using inventive concepts in
construing the claim construction for a model based claimed invention, which hence ought to be convincing, has
been provided earlier'?'. Further and deeper going explanations of the currently occurring paradigm shift in the US
patent precedents - in particular of the terms /notions " inventive concept", "creative concept", "pre-Mayo/classical" vs. "post-Mayo/refined" claim construction for a claimed invention, " inventivity" and "usefulness" embodied
by a claimed invention, "not being an abstract idea only" of a claimed invention, "(nonjpreemptiveness" of a
claim of an invention claimed by it, ... , all implied by the Highest Courts' recent patent precedents, partly also by
even earlier German BGH precedents - have been provided earlier, to0 8}-l 0),18),1) .

18

19

20

The "inventivity" of a claimed invention - i.e. embodied by it - is represented by this claimed invention's total set of
limitations of all its elements, i.e. of all elements of the claim, which claims the invention describedby its specification'?',
The notion of inventivity as such is not elaborated on, here, but already claritied as needed for patent laws, based on a
pertinent German HighestCourt decision, see "THE FSTP EXPERTSYSTEM", www.as above.
The "usefulness" of a claimed invention - i.e. embodied by it - is, just as its inventivity", represented by this claimed
invention's total set of limitationsof all its elements. Consequently, from the definitionof the inventive concepts" makingup this claimed invention" followsthat anyone of them contributes - by its contributionto the total set of limitationsof the
claimed invention- equally to the claimed invention's usefulness, too, as requiredby § 101.
The Mayo decision invokes, for its refined claim construction tor a claimed invention, this additional "contributionto
its usefulness" minded view at its claimed invention's inventiveconcepts- which nothing changes with their hitherto only
"contribution to its total limitations" minded pragmatics, remaining true for the more basic classical claim constructionfor
it. It evidently is this additional "contribution to its usefulness" minded pragmaticsof the inventive concepts, by which the
SupremeCourt achieves the purposefulness of its refined claim construction.
Whether the earlier exclusively used "terms" and their error prone interpretations may then be completely replaced, in the
refined claim construction, by their peer inventive concepts and their - by their more explicit names - better (as context
sensitive) guided interpretations need not be discussed, here. Such redundancy is often helpfuland then to be preserved.
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Mathematical Knowledge Representation of Claimed Inventions and their PTRs,
And: Thus Enabled Landmark Definitions in SPL Interpretation

Based on these simple definitions of the mathematical representation - once one is familiar with it - of
the Highest Courts' notion of "inventive concepts, in-Cs"8), which enables describing precisely any model based
claimed invention (TTO) , isomorphisms arise between KRs of the PTR comprising TTO , which top-dowu meticulously model mathematically the legal arguing in showing that TTO meets all 10 FSTP tests or not - which
then equally holds for TT.O's meeting (or not) its 4 tests under 35 USC §§ 101/102/103/112, see Section 6.
Thereby the mathematical proof of equivalence of theselO FSTP tests to these 4 tests under 35 USC
crucially depends on several utmost important theorems of invariants of PTR' s KRs over all such isomorphisms ,
if only TTO is nonpathological- which is assumed to hold for many if not for all inventions . A TTO is namely
already nonpathological, if its elements' compound properties alias compound concepts are describable by FOL
predicates over in-Cs - seemingly holding for all above quoted Highest Courts' cases 8)-l0) .
Two amazing theorems are -leaving away pragmatics - that, for a PTR's claimed invention, TTO , its
• semantic height over PTR's prior art reference set RS is invariant over all KR isomorphisms ofPTR, and its
• claim is nonpreemptive iffTTO is "well defined" , i.e. "not an .!.!bstract idea Qnly" (= passes the NAIO test'"),
the proofs of which were originally provided as parts of patent applicationsv '?', which also provide more details.
The truth of an expression with "3 ... ", " ... E ... ", " 'rI.. ." , "ind ... " ... = ... " , ... may need confirmation by
the person ofposc, which then is indicated by a postfix "c", e.g. "3/ ', "e,", "'ric", "ind,", "=c", ...
Notel: In mathem atics the analogon to this "pose confirmation", i.e. confirmation by the person ofposc - which
need not comprise an "above-pose" elaboration on a disclosure , i.e. need nowhere exceed pose - is
provided by an axiom. I.e.: There/Here this means that this statement's holding requires a separate
axiom resp. pose confirmation. In mathematics this axiom may be needed in a whole world of its
theories , though most of them never mention it, e.g. Euclid's parallel axiom. Here the posc confirmation
may be required for any statement. Thus, these posc confirmations may define a world of its owu,
within which the resp. statements about a PTR are true. A court should never cross the red line of an
affidavit on a posc confirmation unless it proves its owu expertise ofposc. Yet, it occasionally happens
- putting into jeopardy the resp. patent system, not mathematics'". I.e.: the " c" -qualified terms are
assumed to be hold as guaranteed by axioms. Keeping this in mind, this postfix is often left away .
Def 1:

Def 2:

A {BID-C} is called "ind," - denoted "ind{BID-C}" - if ,3CE {BID-C} : /\V'CE {BID-C}\C'~ =/\ V'CE{BID-C}~.

Note 2: This definition holds only for BID-concepts - due to potential notional obscurities of BAD-Cs . A PTR
may have different maximal ind{BID-cr-C}s. What follows is vastly independent of Definition 224).
Def 3:

For a PTR in a KR, let the "universes-subset-coverage, USSCov(KR)" be a doc.i-wise coverage by
INDKR finite USS indKR: USSindKR ~ U(C.i) /\ ul$indKlli;INDKR{UssindKR} = UV'CEKRU(C).
For PTR then Z is called a "KR transformation, KRT" between {USSindZ'-KR} and {USSindZ"-KR}, iff
Z is an o-IBAD- or a BAD-IBID bijection ofU[z'-KR] onto U[z"-KR], whereby for zE {o,BAD,BID}
holds: U[z-KR(TT.i)] ::= UV'z-C.iEZ-KR(TT.i)U(Z_C.i) is disclosed by MUIm.i, l :::;rn::::;Mi, O:::;i:::;I.

Note 3: In Definition 3 Z' transforms a vague infonnalltextuallgraphical USSCov(o-KR)s to a fonnalltextual
but potentially still legally misleading USSCov(BAD-KR), Z" then transforms this coverage to a legally
clean USSCov(BID-KR). Thereby Z" may achieve the independency of any such {BID-cr-C} of TT.O.
o/BADIBID/KR may be skipped, if evident by context. For i>O the U(z-C.i) are immaterial iff C.i#C.O.
Def 4:

A concatenated KRT, BID oAD , is called a "normalization, KRTo" ofPTRo/TT.Oo to BID-PTRo/-TT .Oo.
For a PTR the surjective mapping ofa subset of 'ric Z' onto 'ric KRTois called PTR's "itsOc" relation .
For a PTR and its {KRTo} , the "normalization isomorphism, ~N" is defined by:
'rI Z' 3 its" BID-PTRo /\ 'rI Z' , Z'*, called BAD',B AD" , holds BAD'-TT.O ~ BAD"-TTO.
As all K.i.n are FOL predicates, a PTRITTO is called "non-pathological, n-p" alias "normalizable" iff
this :t holds for it. In what follows the " 0,, is often omitted, just as the middle "-cr".

Lemma A:

For a n-p PTR 3 only 10-TTO/mod@N) .

Note 4: This uniqueness assumption about the claimed invention alias TTO is as trivial as fundamental. Though
the paragraphs in Def 3, Note 3, and Def 4 are hard to grasp - also for mathematicians, but if familiar
with the foundation of mathematics'? used to that - they precisely model what everybody inevitably does
when interpreting a claimed invention's specification and/or its claim (more or less correctly, as encouraged by the classical claim construction for, remarkably being doubted also by the CAFC, occasionally).
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Theorem 1: For a n-p PTR resp. its TT.O alias claimed invention holds:

\i{BID-cr-C} are

Assume "holds" is false . Then 3 KRTo, ,KRTo" 1\ {BID'-cr-C} ,{BID"-cr-C} :
.=£'1 {BID"-cr-C}
3 o'-TT.O , o"-TT.O : o'-TT.O .=N o"-TT.O => contradiction to Lemma A .

=.

Proof:

{BID'-cr-C}.~ {BID"-cr-C} => 3 o'-TT.O , o"-TT.O : ~ {BID'-cr-C}

Theorem 2: For a n-p TT.O holds:

~

o"-TT.O

=>

q.e.d.

Its creative height over RS is invariant over \i normalizations.
=>.) Q(TT.O') = Q(TT.O"))
\iKRT', KRT" 1\
:) Q-PS(TT.O') =NQ-PS(TT.O") \iKRT', KRT".

I.e.: TT.O is n-p

Proof: For brevity, only the first invariant .) is proven - also as the excess by:) of .) is trivial.
The proof of .) is led by induction over the number Q, by leveraging on Theorem I.
For some KRT' let: BID'-TT.O
BID'-AC
and:
Q
Then let:
BID'-AC
BID'-ANCQjAc.j'n
Lemma B:
for such an AC# holds:
further holds:

::= {BID ' -C.O.j'n II:Sn:SN, 1:Sj'n:SJ'n, }'}~S'lJ'n = J' 2':J} .
::= {BID ' _CAC j Ac.j'n I l:Sn:SN, l :SiACg, 1:Sj'n:SJ'n, ~l::;n::;NJ' n =
for AC ,
::= {BID ' -ANCQj Ac.j'n l l:Sn:SN, 1:Sj'n:SJ'n, ~l::;n::;J\'J'n = J'} , whereby
::= A iff (BID'-CACjAc.j'n=BID'-C.O.j'n) else = NCjAC.j'n.

Q'(TT.O) ..-

n

~l::;n::;N min1::;i::;l/l\;!AC_integrity-"reserving,8)I {NCjAC.j' n e

1:Sj'n:SJ'n}l, whereby
Ac#
AC# = {{NCj AC#.j 'n I i
€ [I , I] 1\ \i 1:Sj'n:SJ'n} 1\ \i1:Sn:SN} , and
Q'(TT.O) = ~l::;nS'II {NCjAC#.j'nl iAc#€ [I , I] 1\ \i1 :Sj'n:SJ'n}l.

The induction proof of .) starts with showing that, if Vn-p TT.O holds Q(TT.O) = Q = 0, an assumption
3 KRT': Q'(TT.O) = Q' 2': I" implies a contradiction to Theorem 1.
(*)
Q' = I namely means by Lemma B: 31-AC' eposc-pa" with I-AC'/mod (I-CC') ants TT.O'. This I-AC' contradicts Theorem I , as it implies I-AC' ants TT.O' because ofQ=O.
Exactly the same contradiction arises from assuming, if Vn-p TT.O holds Q(TT.O) = Q = n, that
3 KRT': Q'(TT.O) = Q' 2': n+I " .
q.e.d.
Note 5: Theorem 2 holds for a TT.O over a RS, too. It is - additional to the notion of inventive concepts - one of
the supporting pillars of the SPLIpatent technology, though it must not be separated from its SPL
context: It does not yet distinguish between patent-eligible and -noneligible inventive conceptsv'", as it
focuses on the total number QPlcs of inventive concepts (just as the Supreme Court's KSR/Graham
decisions have induced it). Yet, Theorem 2 has two decisively strong points: -It assesses the results of
the "!!ovel !.!nd !!onQbvious (NANO)" test'" as well as of the "!!ot !.!bstract idea Qnly (NAIO)" tesr'" is
independent of a PTR's KR . -It enables to prove Theorem 3 about this line of the Supreme Court's
groundbreaking decisions, culminating in the Mayo case - initially most spectacular as its requirement
statements were hard to understand, though logically absolutely indispensable for emerging technology
claimed inventions; this theorem says that the (non)preemptivity of a claimed invention's claim is
equivalent to this claimed invention being (not) an abstract idea only of it, i.e. that the claimed invention
passes the NAIO test. To put this colloquially: That this claimed invention is "well defined,,22).
Quite evidently, the new term/notion "(nonjpreemptivity" is currently vastly underestimated, as allegedly simple and marginal. But, at second glance , it proves that it is neither simple nor marginal, but
that the contrary applies: The (non)preemptivity of a claim turns out to be economically of heaviest
weight and notionally utmost intriguing. The latter holds especially as the notion of " (nonjpreemptivity"
comes along with the term/notion of a claimed invention being "an abstract idea only", which has raised
really strange discussions among many patent experts totally missing the point, as explained next. By its
invitation of Amicus Briefs in the LBC case, the CAFC implicitly wanted these new terms/notions in
patent precedents to be commented on, as part of the claim construction questions being of primary
concern there , as it explicitly addresses - though not being the only ones .
For brevity and preciseness - practical examples were published earlier" - the subsequent definitions of these notions are put "advanced IT" like. Thus , we start with P.O being the problem set out for

21

The preamble of this NANO test and its resp. first steps are the same as the ones described in the below NAJO test 221 - for
the given PTR, for its "anticipation combinations, ACs 10)" and their "1 concept modifications, 1_cMs10)" for anticipating
n.D each, as well as for an ind{BID-cr-C} describing PTR's TT.O - and thereafter comprises the steps:
1) the user generating the ANC matrix'" for all TT.i € RS, i>O, its columns representing these BID-cr-Cs;
2) the user generating, for any AlNAlC entry in theANC matrix of I) the resp. technical and/or legaljustification;
3) automatically deriving from the FOL predicates Kj.n, I~:::;N, l s is ], and the ANC matrix an AC anticipating
TT.O after a minimal numberQPlcs of l-cMs [as describedby <A> and preceding lines in the proof of Theorem 2];
4) automatically delivering QPlcs as TT.O's semantic height over RS and <QPlcs, {all justifications for AC's l-cMs}>.
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being completely solved by TT .O, and ,,<IT" / ">P,, being the "by means of in-Cs less/more limited than"
relations between TTs resp . Ps (in KR * resp . in KRo). The postfix "P" of ">" reminds of open questions
as to comparative descriptions of Ps - supposedly'" to preserve ~N - here ignored
This problem P.O, necessarily either set out for solution by the claimed invention'slTT.O's specification (e.g. in the claim's wording") or known a priori to the person of pose - otherwise, if TT.O's
specification identifies no such P.O, the claimed inventionITT.O evidently cannot be recognized as being
useful, as clearly required by § 101 - may be parameterized, or it may comprise isolated problems, or
... , i.e. it may be a compound of "component problems" . Then common sense implies that the claimed
invention solves all such component problems. Also, P.O may be described only that vaguely that it may
be solved already by some TT* <IT TT .O, such that the NAIO tese 2) would disqualify TT.O to be an
abstract idea only of P.O's solution. Due to both cases this triple <TT.O, claim.O, P.O> may be notpatent-eligible, as not "well defined,,22). .

DeC 5:

TT.O('s scope) - more precisely: the triple <TT.O, claim.O, P .O> - id defined to be preemptive iff it
comprises a TT* <ITTT.Osolving .p* = P.O [or potentially more limited: • p* >P P .O]

Note 6: This is the first suggestion of a pre cise definition of what the term "being preemptive" means. Patent jurisdiction could define this notion to be more restrictive (e.g. as indicated by [...]) - but not more relaxed,
due to common sense - without impacting on the subsequent statements.
Though this definition of "(nonjpreemptivity" is mathematically clean it is touchy, as its notion of
scope is undefined. It implies a further intricacy, as it refers to unknown TT*s and hence is not constructive . Theorem 3 will remove all such concerns about defining the notion of (non)preemptivity, if taken as
an alternative constructive definition of this notion!". Then Theorem 3 ties the definition of (non)preemptivity of a claimed invention resp. its claim to the NAIO tese 2) for its being not an abstract idea only,
which requires the definition of the notion of "scope" of a claimed invention - as the wording of
Theorem 3 shows. In total, this consistency is achievable only by accepting the fact that 35 USC § 101
since ever clearly requires for a claimed invention a problem to be solved by it, as stated already above.

DeC 6:

The scope of a <claim, TT .O, P.O> is defined to be {TT* I TT*::TT.O A P*::P.O A TT* solves P*}.

Note 7: This is the first precise definition of what the term "scope" means - as it patent law probably ever
assumed. I.e.: Hitherto the meaning of the term "scope"!" of a claim and/or its claimed invention - as
here suggested more precisely: of a triple <claim.O, TT.O, P.O> of a patent specification - has never
been stated precisely in patent precedents, though it is crucial in all patent infringement cases.
This definition of the scope of a claimed invention and its claim is resilient and operational as to
infringement issues, too . It is not the largest scope possible mathematically definable. But its - theoretically avoidable - isomorphism limitation is worldwide implicitly used by the (non)obviousness test of
TT.O over a RS. Thus this limitation seems reasonable also in its (non)preemptiveness test - which implies, that this scope definition comprises no TT* , which does not pass the NANG test. The
fundamental importance of this scope definition proves Theorem 3.

22 The "NAJO test" of a claimed invention was originally suggested incompletely'" as ignoring its potentially being
pathological, which is fixed here. It is not clear at all, whether a pathological IT.O exists - which also applies to the
NANO test21)
The complete NAJO test - just as the NANO tese 1) - would start with disaggregating the compound inventive concepts
of the claimed invention into the resp. sets ofBED-in-Cs, then reduced to maximal sets ofBID-in-Cs thereof.
For brevity only considering the BID-cr-Cs of the BID-in-Cs, the NAJO test comprises4 steps:
1) verifying that the TT.O ' s specification of the patent (application) discloses a problem, P.O, described to be solved by
the claimed invention/Tl'.O, the latter described by its refined claim construction's inventive concepts, {BID-cr-C};
2) verifying, using these BID-cr-Cs as of 1), that the so described IT.O actually solves this problem ofl);
3) verifying for anyone KR/\ of IT.O that this problem of 1), P/\, is in KR/\ not solved by any TP*, derived from TP
by ignoring therein one of these BID/\-in-Cs completely or relaxing its limitation by reducing its TS(d(BID/\-in-C),
i.e. not solved by any TTM <IT TT/\- all these verificationsto be confinned by the person of pose;
4) stating, if all steps in 1)-3) are executed successfully, that the so described claimed invention/IT.Ois "not an abstract
idea only" of this problem's solution, otherwise that it is only an "abstract idea" of this problem's solution.
Two notes: eCalling a claimed invention "well defined" iff it passes the NAJO test is scientifically consequential, as this
term was used in the late 19th and early 20 th century for mathematical statements for which could be proven that they are
"axioms based", i.e. not somewhatpotentially undefined (in the Supreme Court's words: "an abstract idea") - a real risk of
which mathematicians over the millenniums were unaware until then. eThe Supreme Court's Mayo decision implicitly
makes assumptions as to the requirement to be met by this problem's description - just as intended by the (unfortunately
only partial) certainty creating § 112.6 description of part of the TT.O - which are not addressed by the NAJO test. They
potentially will be clarified by currently not yet existing Highest Courts' patent precedents.
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Theorem 3: A non-pathological claimed invention TT.O passes the NAIO test <=> it is nonpreemptive.
Proof: Having these definitions - of scope, of (non)preemptivity, and of the NAIO test - the proof of Theorem
3 follows straightforward by a contradiction proof. The contradiction assumption to this end is
A) for " <>" : :3 n-p TT .O passing the NAIO test /\ :3TT* E: scope(claim, TT .O, P.O) : TT* is pre-empted by TT.O,
B) for "<-": :3 n-p TT .O being nonpreemptive /\ TT.O does not pass the NAIO test.
Indeed, this contradiction to
B) follows immediately from Def 5 ofTT.O's/scope's nonpreemptivity and the definition of the NAIO tese 2) .
A) follows from the definition of the NAIO tese 2) , Def 6 of TT .O's scope , and Def 5 of TT .O's preemptivity. As
TT .O passes the NAIO test , the scope(claim, TT.O, P.O) comprises no TT* <TT TT .O, and from TT.O's assumed
preemption of some TT* E: scope(claim, TT.O, P.O) follows the contrary. [If p* >P P.O were enabled, the before
said implies that TT .O solves already, in addition to P.O, also a problem more limited than P.0 22) . This contradicts
Theorems I and II, which state that the semantic height of a claimed invention over prior art and skill is an
invariant in all its KR transfonnations .]
q.e.d.
Note 8: The suggested landmark Defs 5 and 6 - "nonpreemptivity" and "scope" and the theorems based on them
- need clarification by the Highest Courts such that they hold for all SPL interpretations of 35 USC just
as of the EPC and any other SPL. Thereby the pragmatics (patent monopoly granting pragmatics,
pmgp'?') addressed by the NAIO test leaves room for national flavors . The other parts of SPL are
independent of pmgp and totally focused on pies (= patent law carrying semantics'"). Thus, SPLIpatent
technology isolates the economically and socially difficult pmgp from the plainly " logics based" and
hence politically harmless pies , providing the hard core of any SPL. As a consequence, the SPLIpatent
technology could enable an international consensus on SPLIpies, at least.
In total , the here presented mathematical/epistemological/analytic philosophy/AI/KR analysis of the
implications of the recent, above quoted, US Highest Courts patent precedents - stimulated by inventions from
emerging technologies and supposed to hold for all model based inventions (under very weak restrictions, such as
their elements properties being describable by FOL predicates, TT .O being nonpathological, if these are
restrictions at all) , yet potentially still unnecessarily depending on a variety of confirmations by experts about the
knowledge of the person of pOSC 23 ),24),25) - enabled developing a practically very powerful SPLIpatent technology.
Already its prototype will be capable - allowing the usual prototype simplifications - ifused in
•
•

23

24

explorative mode , of prompting the user through all steps of all 10 FSTP tests , thus eliminating the risk that
he/she fails to execute it formally incorrectly, and if used in
affirmative mode , of providing to the user in real-time anyone of all 10 FSTP tests , thus guiding him/her
through them (including all their technically and legally meaningful variants) in various level of detail , at
his/her choice graphically and/or acoustically by speaking to himlher.

A good deal of this embarrassment will - already in the foreseeable future - often become excludable by Semantics
research, as explained in more detail in a paper to come".
The mathematical definition of "inventive concepts" in Section 4 is customized to the current needs of modeling patent
precedents. It hence enables saying/describing e.g. that no cr-C' E: ind{cr-C} may be composed by conjunction from the
other cr-Cs in this set10) It is a rigorous simplificationof the broader equally named notion ofDL or usual KR 25) and hence
not meeting their more general needs - but is clearly disaggregatable and then mathematically trivially definable. Here,
concepts model the properties of only constants (being the "amorphous" elements of the claimed invention), while in
general modeling techniques concepts are supposed to be capable of modeling also compositions of such information. The
reason being that in general modeling techniques new compound elements are built up by constructs from elementary
elements which must be supported by concepts, e.g. compounds of atomic concepts, and hence a language managing the
use of such constructs and capable of providing versatile such constructs is necessary. In modeling SPL and its
interpretations/application - that is what is done here - no compositions of e.g. variables or roles are needed, only
disaggregations of already given compound concepts (modeling FOL predicates) into conjunctions of simpler ones, and
5
) - hence is superfluous, here. Whether this
variables and roles are totally unknown. A description language- such as
simplicity should be preserved and where it is maintainablewhen addressingbroader problems ahead is an open questionnot in the various kinds of documents' various mark-ups, where some XML flavors normally are used - whereby some
clarificationmay be expected soon2),3)
Some further going mathematical clarification will be provided also for the notion of independence of a {BID-cr-C}
as of Definition 2 above, the BID-cr-Cs embodied by in-Cs. While the above mathematics hold also for ~ind{BID-cr-C} ,
the notion of creativity underlying the interpretation of the result of the NANO test is evidently'!' based on it and hence
needs the confirmation by the person of pose. And replacing this confirmation by a mathematicalproof here and/or in the
NAIO test23) may potentially need further limiting it. The courts are anyway free to impose such additional limitations.
"Knowledge Representationand Reasoning": R.Brachmann, H.Levesque, Elsevier, 2004.

'Dr

25
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The Reach of Patent/SPL Technology into Patent Jurisdiction and into the Future,
Marking-up a PTR for 'Elementary SPL Concerns' and 'Elementary In-Cs',
And: The Patent/SPL Technology's User Interface and its Amazing Practical Power

PatentlSPL technology, e.g. its refined claim construction - as induced by the Highest Courts' patent
precedents - is intellectually only slightly more demanding than the hitherto allegedly sufficient classical claim
construction (by contrast: it is indeed oversimplistic and thus creates much confusion and invites being misused in
many practical legal prosecution and litigation cases, see Section 7). It nevertheless dramatically reduces , by its
purposefulness, the amount of time needed for testing a claimed invention under 35 USC §§ 112/102/103/101 , i.e.
under US SPL, and thereby dramatically increases the simplicity and hence dependability and trustworthiness of
this new technology, i.e. of its FSTP tests and the user support these may provide.
Before explaining the advantages provided by this patent technology by means of an Innovation Expert
System (IES)9) - when analyzing an appropriately marked-up claimed invention TT.O or its PTR - the next
paragraphs first clarify, where this patent technology resp. this IES leveraging on it resp. its potentially multimedia user interface (UI) is located in the US hierarchy of jurisdiction: Between its highest layer of abstraction being
the US parliament and its AlA (here only the SPL part of 35 USC) , the US Supreme Court, the US CAFC, the US
ITC resp. District Courts, the USPTO , and its lowest layer of abstraction being the US patent law firms.
The statements of any authority earlier in this row are to be accepted yet interpreted - only within the
framework they establish - by all authorities following the former one in this row. This does not imply a total
hierarchy between the just quoted institutions as there are many exceptions from it, e.g. for emergency cases, but
not changing this fundamental top-down principle underlying any hierarchy. But no such exception exists as to the
refinement of claim construction explicitly stated by the Supreme Court's above line of decisions: It is impacting
on the decision making in all subordinate institutions , in particular such interpretations by the CAFe.
This patent technology evidently is a "cross-sectional technology", as it impacts decision making in all
US institutions below the Supreme Court - but not the top of this hierarchy , the AlA (as it erroneously has been
assumed, because this new technology disaggregates the concerns alias requirement statements of the AlA's §§
101/102/103/112 into 10 FSTP tests, see Section 6). But this characterization of patent technology does not quite
hit the point: By modelling the Supreme Court's KSR/Bilski/Mayo/Myriad decisions and the CAFe's concerns
about claim construction supporting them - as expressed in the CAFe's LBC invitation of Amicus Briefs" - this
patent technology namely has a very extraordinary additional "structural" alias "paradigm refining" quality , too.
Namely: By performing this FSTP disaggregation of concerns - of the fictional but politically decisive
"social contract" underlying patent law and hence being implied by the SPL part of 35 USC (see Section 2) - this
patent technology implements the Supreme Court's interpretation of the AlA's §§ 101/102/103/112 in that it maps
these 4 compound requirement statements of the AIA/35 USC onto the 10 "concerns separated" requirement
statements of the 10 FSTP tests (for a claimed invention to be patent -eligible and patentable). It is trivial that this
legally correct mapping logically implies that both kinds of requirement statements are to be met by a claimed invention if and only if it is patent-eligible and patentable under the USe. Extraordinary is that these groundbreaking Supreme Court's KSR/Bil ski/Mayo/Myriad and CAFC decisions go far beyond the usual impacting on
the subordinate institutions' alike decisions - and that this technology represents the key conclusion from them, in
that it states and hence leverages on exactly this "universal"/"PTR independent", but now also "emerging technology fit", disaggreg ation of the above concerns and on their mapping. Though , today this conclusion is partly
proven by logical thinking only23). The mathematically proof of correctness of them will be straight forward .
Remarkable thereby is that these directives by the US Highest Courts as to the US SPL interpretations taken as hints where to develop science, i.e. guidance /decision technology as to finding/assessing useful innovations'?' - actually go far beyond patent law questions: They indeed point at the basic questions to leverage on for
developing a much further reaching "mathematical innovation theory?", which will improve finding/developing/
financing/evaluating/marketing/using useful innovations in all areas of social life to an extent unknown today, and
of which the patent technology presented here is just a first step. I.e., these Highest Courts' hints pointed at and
inspired starting developing innovation technology decisive for all the future of men. Such fundamental technologies - e.g. building an arch or a wheel or an equation or a dome or ... - once recognized are never forgotten .
Coming back to the presence: The only prerequisite of applying these 10 FSTP tests, either exploratively or
reconstructively, is appropriately having markep-up all documents involved in a PTRc,s analysis. The USPTO
here initiated the correctly direction pointing PE2E project , which was stopped recently'?' - whereby this
marking-up may be, in principle , expanded anytime during the execution of the FSTP tests. While this would only
rarely happen with the doc.CTs , experience shows that needs of additional mark-ups in doc.i's are frequently
encountered during explorative FSTP test executions, in particular if the tested PTR's RS is expanded by a further
doc.i or the definition of a cr-C is changed. Such mark-ups internally will be based on some of the currently
discussed XML derivatives . Independently thereof, from the user's point of view, their UI will concisely model
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the legal community's and also some application area specific (such as communications, lifecycle , DNA, nano, ...
technologies, including their above quoted necessities indispensable for their success). All such particular future
SPLIpatent technology flavours will mirror the fundamental needs of the current SPLIpatent technology presented
here (in Section 8), though broadened for catering these application areas' needs .
For the current SPLIpatent technology, FIG 1 shows four separate windows of the IES'es VI,
simultaneously mapped onto one or several screens, in total called "survey window". The windows are identified
by the acronyms "o-doc.i", "facts.i", "plcs.i", and "tests" at their top left edges serve for the infonnationlknowledge representations of/about primarily e) the original document .i's, .) their facts on the o/BAD/BID-KR levels,
.) their "patent logic carrying semantics" items on these levels, and e) the 10 FSTP tests. Anyone of these windows may be arbitrarily zoomed , positioned, and overlapped within the survey window . The graphical items within these four windows basically represent inventive concepts and/or their components in these KRs, the lines
between these items represent their peering in any KR and indicate interrelations between them. Their arrowheads
shown are exemplary ways of using them for browsing between them - i.e. all lines may have two arrowheads.
•

•

•

•

The IES' es VI presents - described functionally top-down and in telegram style - in its survey window
in the middle , in the "tests" widow , an overview about the use of the claimed invention's inventive concepts
- which ones exactly is skipped here, but would be indicated unmistakably to the user on request , anyway
represented by the matrix columns -by the various FSTP tests, represented by the matrix lines.
on the right lower side, in the "facts.i" window , a stack of 3 doc.i's/TT.i's - for simplicity assuming doc.i
comprised just a single claim, it comprised several claims there would be one sub-plane for each - per TT.i
arranged on its plane in concentric "KR rings" (delimited by dashed lines) and its items having KR specific
shapes (the large/small ellipses representing BAD/BID-cr-Cs), one being selected and hence showing some
relations to these items representations in the other ; the rectangles represent the claimed invention's
elements , and its centre quadrate identifies the claimed invention (i.e. also its claim and potentially also its
problem to be solved by it) - and
on the left lower side, in the "o-doc.i" window , the two stacks of the peer 3 doc.i's (their mark-ups
comprising all potential cr-Cs' disclosures) and of the doc.CT (their mark-ups comprising all le-Cs, e.g.
law/precedents items to be applied where appropriate , resp. additional information potentially belonging to it,
such as explanations /confinnations/warnings /... , all of them independent of the doc.iedoc.Cl', i.e. any
pragmatics independent of the TT.i's).
on the top, in the "plcs.i" window , the "brain" of the IES/PTR, i.e. all potential peerings of all subject matter
items (cr-Cs) with all legal items (le-C) and all interrelations between them. It indeed shows everything the
user's brain knows about the PTR: all its objects , as well as all potential and/or actual associations between
them, and all the sophisticated structures potentially appended to them (not shown here for brevity").

I.e.: The quick and total overview about all the documents and their mark-ups of all subject-matter items
resp. legal/pragmatic items resp. all to these mark-ups related cr-Cs (in o-/BAD-/BID-KR) in doc.i is provided to
the user - be it an inventor or patent lawyer or examiner or judge - by the left resp. right lower windows , whereby
these stacks' items may be presented "flat" and then show the interrelations between their peer items. The PTR
independent counterparts to the cr-Cs, the le-Cs, making the cr-Cs potentially to in-Cs and the explanations why,
are the items of the left top window . For the users interested in legal issues it is important to note that the resp.
doc.ct's, their mark-ups , and their items in the plcs-window are absolutely the same for all PTRs (in particular for
their TT.Os' claim constructions). As usual, the user would access any item of interest in any window by clicking
on it and zooming into one or several of its interrelation. Thereby simultaneously several of such interrelations as
well as concatenations of them may stay displayed and zoomed as momentarily of interest for the user. The test
window , providing access to all FSTP tests (in all their various configurations"), is highly configurable for the
various needs of the user in particular in real-time reproduction mode for being able to appropriately guiding the
user through a tesr'". A technical report describing the basics of the present prototype will be shortly available'".
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In total: The survey window provides - some more details provided later 6) - e.g.:
immediate access to ALL infonnationlknowledge existing in anyone FSTP test of the claimed invention .
immediate and instant crossovers between ALL KRs of ANYONE subject matter and/or legal item.
immediate crossover from ANYONE subject matter item to ANYONE of its relation - and back.
immediate crossover from ANYONE relation to its peer in any TT.i - and back.
immediate crossover from ANYONE test using an item or relation to any test and its use thereof.
immediate information about the impact of a change performed in one of the 4 windows on the other ones.
and all these services instantly, i.e. in "dialog real-time", i.e. necessarily automatically.
No system alike exists today - or could only have been thought of without the above theorems.

26
27

"USER INTERFACE ELEMENTS OF INVENTIVE CONCEPTS (in-C) BASED SYSTEMS ", by S. Schindler, as above .
"TECHNICAL REPORT # l. V l ON THE ' 882 PTR AND THE VI OF THE IES PROTOTYPE", by 1. Schulze , as above.
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